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Raman spectroscopy investigations on nanocomposites obtained by dispersing halloysite within isotactic polypropylene are
reported. A detailed analysis of the modifications of the regularity band associated to the polymeric matrix is presented. The
Raman lines assigned to the polymeric matrix are broadened and weakened as the loading with halloysite is increased. The analysis
of Raman lines indicates that the polymeric matrix becomes less crystalline upon the loading with halloysite and that the nanofiller
is experiencing a weak dehydration upon dispersion within the polymeric matrix, probably due to the related thermal processing
used to achieve the dispersion of halloysite.

1. Introduction
The dispersion of carbon nanotubes within polymeric matrices resulted in important improvements of the mechanical
properties (reflected in most cases by increases of the
Young modulus [1–4]) and of the thermal stability [4] of
polymeric matrices. Nevertheless, the electrical and thermal
conductivity of one-dimensional carbon nanostructures [5,
6] added thermal and electrical conductivity to the typically
insulating polymeric matrices (especially if the concentration
of the nanofiller is at or above the percolation threshold
[7, 8]). For some applications, such as electrical insulators
or thermal barrier materials, such modifications are adverse.
Detailed investigations on isotactic polypropylene filled with
other one-dimensional materials (such as single-walled carbon nanotubes, multiwalled carbon nanotubes, and carbon
nanofibers) have been reported elsewhere [9–13].
Halloysite (H) is an unique nanoclay [14], with a tubular
morphology and low electrical and thermal conductivity.
These features incited several investigations on the physical
properties of polymer-halloysite nanocomposites [14–17].

Taking into account the above-mentioned characteristics, a
detailed investigation on the physical properties of isotactic
polypropylene-halloysite nanocomposite has been ignited.
There are several types of halloysites, corresponding
to the degree of hydration. The extremes are represented
by the so-called halloysite 10 A, and by halloysite 7 A.
Halloysite 10 A is characterized by a monoclinic crystalline
structure (with the cell parameters a = 5.1 A, b = 8.9 A,
c = 10.25 A, and β = 100◦ ), with the chemical formula
Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 2H2 O and the unit cell volume of about
458 A3 . Halloysite 10 A is a nanotube with diameters ranging
typically between 30 to 200 nm, a wall thickness of 20 nm,
and lengths ranging between 500 nm to 10,000 nm obtained
by rolling together kaolinite like sheets. It is known also as
endelite, hydrated halloysite, or hydrohalloysite. It is typically
unstable having a strong tendency to loose water. Halloysite
7 A (with amonoclinic crystal structure and cell parameters
a = 5.14 A, b = 8.9 A, c = 14.9 A, and β = 101.9◦ )
has an unit volume of about 667 A3 and it is known as the
dehydrated halloysite. During the dehydration process, the
distance between layers decreases from about 1 nm to 0.7 nm.
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Figure 1: Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites for diﬀerent
loadings with H. From bottom to top: 0% H, 1.0% H, 2.5% H, 5.0%
H, 7.5% H, 10.0% H, 15% H, 20% H, 30% H, and 100% H.
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Figure 2: The eﬀect of the loading with H on the position of Raman
lines in the range from 100 to 300 cm−1 . iPP (or open symbols)
identifies the Raman lines assigned to the matrix, and H the Raman
lines due to the filler. Half-filled symbols represent overlapping lines
due to iPP and H.
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2. Experimental Methods
The structure and composition of naturally occurring H is
expected to be intermediate between 7 A and 10 A, reflecting
an Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 · xH2 O chemical formula where x is close
to zero but not precisely zero due to some crystallization
water eventually retained. This derives from the fact that
most dehydrated halloysite (7 A) result from the dehydration of halloysite (10 A). Isotactic polypropylene-halloysite
(iPPH) nanocomposites were obtained by high-shear mixing
of isotactic polypropylene (iPP; Sigma Aldrich) with various
amounts of halloysite (Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 ·xH2 O; from Sigma
Aldrich). Kaolinite, with a close chemical structure (missing,
however, the two water molecules, i.e., Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 ), is
sometimes also referred to as a halloysite (see, e.g., the website of Sigma Aldrich http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/
product/aldrich/685445?lang=en&region=US) or as metahalloysite. The cylindrical symmetry of halloysite (H) is
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In halloysite, strong hydrogen interactions are responsible for
the enhanced stability of hole water compared to associated
water. Typically, the associated water is released at about
200◦ C, while the hole water survives up to about 300◦ C.
The dehydrated halloysite is also known as metahalloysite.
Several aluminosilicates (clays) have the same elemental
composition Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 as the dehydrated halloysite.
Among them, the most important are (in alphabetical order)
dickite, kaolinite, and nacrite. These compounds diﬀer
solely by the spatial distribution of atoms and consequently
the discrimination between halloysite and any of these
compounds is frequently diﬃcult.
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Figure 3: Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites for diﬀerent
loadings with H. From bottom to top: 0% H, 1.0% H, 2.5% H, 5.0%
H, 7.5% H, 10.0% H, 15% H, 20% H, 30% H, and 100% H.

a consequence of a packing disorder. According to Sigma
Aldrich, the external diameter of halloysite nanotubes is
ranging between 30 and 70 nm (with an average of 50 nm),
the average internal diameter is about 15 nm, and the length
of halloysite is typically ranging between 1 to 3 μm. Hence,
halloysite nanotubes are comparable to short-multiwalled
carbon nanotubes. However, the Young modulus, the electrical conductivity, the thermal conductivity, and the thermal
stability of halloysite are significantly lower than those
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Figure 4: The eﬀect of the loading with H on the position of Raman
lines in the range from 300 to 500 cm−1 . iPP (or open symbols)
identifies the Raman lines assigned to the matrix, and H the Raman
lines due to the filler. Half-filled symbols represent overlapping lines
due to iPP and H.
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Figure 6: The eﬀect of the loading with H on the position of Raman
lines in the range 500 to 800 cm−1 . iPP (or open symbols) identifies
the Raman lines assigned to the matrix, and H the Raman lines due
to the filler. Half-filled symbols represent overlapping lines due to
iPP, H, and A.
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Figure 5: Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites for diﬀerent
loadings with H. From bottom to top: 0% H, 1.0% H, 2.5% H, 5.0%
H, 7.5% H, 10.0% H, 15% H, 20% H, 30% H, and 100% H.

of multiwalled carbon nanotubes. The estimated Young
modulus of halloysite is in the range from 150 to 300 GPa
compared to 1000 GPa for a carbon nanotube [18]. The
energy gap for halloysite is of about 9.7 eV compared to few
eV (or zero) in semiconducting or metallic carbon nanotubes
[18]. This classifies halloysite as an electric insulator.
The blending has been performed by utilizing a HAAKE
Rheomix at 65 rpm and 180◦ C for 9 min followed by an
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Figure 7: Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites for diﬀerent
loadings with H. From bottom to top: 0% H, 1.0% H, 2.5% H, 5.0%
H, 7.5% H, 10.0% H, 15% H, 20% H, 30% H, and 100% H.

additional mixing of 5 min at the same temperature and
at 90 rpm. Composites loaded with various amounts of H
ranging from 0% up to 30% wt. have been prepared. Raman
investigations have been performed by using a Bruker Senterra dispersive confocal microscope spectrometer equipped
with a 785 nm laser diode. Thermogravimetric analysis has
been performed in nitrogen atmosphere by using a TA
Instrument Equipment.
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Raman lines of the polymeric matrices up to their collapse
in a very broad line. This behavior reflects the formation of
an interface between the nanofiller and the polymeric chains
and the final trapping of most macromolecular chains within
these interfaces at loading concentrations above 20% wt.
All Raman lines have been fitted by a superposition
of modified Wigner-Breit-Fano lineshapes [20]; the general
expression utilized for each line was
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Figure 8: The eﬀect of the loading with H on the position of Raman
lines in the range from 800 to 1000 cm−1 . iPP (or open symbols)
identifies the Raman lines assigned to the matrix, and H the Raman
lines due to the filler.
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Figure 9: Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites for diﬀerent
loadings on the position of Raman lines in the range from 800
to 1000 cm−1 . iPP (or open symbols) identifies the Raman lines
assigned to the matrix, and H the Raman lines due to the filler. Halffilled symbols represent overlapping lines due to iPP and H.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions
The Raman lines of pristine H are rather broad and weak,
being superimposed on a very strong and wideband noticed
at low Raman shifts (centered at about 125–150 cm−1 and
reported as a shoulder assigned to O–Si–O bending [19]).
The Raman lines of iPP are typically narrow lines. As in
the case of iPP-Vapor Grown Carbon Nanofiber (VGCNF)
nanocomposites [11], the addition of the filler broadens the

Ai

[1 + Di (x − Pi )/Wi ]2
+ B + Sx + Qx2 ,
1 + [(x − Pi )/Wi ]2

(1)

where I is the amplitude of the Raman spectral domain at
a given Raman shift x (in cm−1 ), N is the total number of
lines for the spectral domain (including eventually both iPP
and H lines), B is the base line correction, S is the slope
correction, and Q is a quadratic correction. For each line,
labeled by i, Di is the shape deviation from a pure Lorentzian
line, Pi is the corresponding Raman peak position, and
Wi is the width of the line. For each spectral domain, an
excellent agreement between fitted and recorded spectra was
achieved, with correlation coeﬃcients typically above 0.99.
Each spectral domain involved at least 250 experimental
points. The fit has been performed by using Origin Pro 8.6.
At low wavenumbers (spectral domain 100 to 300 cm−1 ),
the Raman spectrum shows the typical lines reported
elsewhere (see Figure 1). The broad shoulder reported in the
range from 110 to 130 cm−1 is easily noticed in Figure 1.
Raman spectra of halloysite confirm the line located at
130.8 cm−1 identified as the line noticed at 134.7 cm−1 and
assigned to the symmetric (out of the plane) bending mode
of Si2 O5 [21, 22]. Tentatively, this can be associated to the
line reported at 127 cm−1 in the New Zeeland halloysite [23].
An intense line was noticed at 142.4 cm−1 and identified
as the line reported at 143 cm−1 [23]. The origin of this
line is under debate. Some authors are assigning this line
to anatase impurities [19] while others are assigning this
line to AlO6 octahedron vibrations [22]. The Raman lines
at 156 and 168 cm−1 connected to inner surface hydroxyls
are absent, suggesting a low degree of hydration [21].
However, the weak lines observed at 246 (O–H–O symmetric
stretch in hydrated halloysite [24]) and 276 cm−1 (O–H–
O antisymmetric stretch in hydrated halloysite [24]) are
connected to water’s molecule vibrations [22].
For isotactic polypropylene, the lines located at 108 cm−1 ,
173 cm−1 , and 248 cm−1 are easily noticed. The Raman line
located at 248 cm−1 has been identified as the line located
at 252 cm−1 and assigned to wagging CH2 and bending CH
groups [25, 26]. An overlap between the iPP line located at
250 cm−1 and the H line at 246 cm−1 is possible in iPPH
nanocomposites.
The dependence of the Raman lines position on the
loading with halloysite is shown in Figure 2. Empty symbols
are connected to the polymeric matrix and solid symbols to
the filler. Half-solid symbol is assigned to the overlapping
signals. It is noticed that the peak located at 275 cm−1 is
shifted towards larger Raman shift. The experimental data
indicates a dehydration of the halloysite, expected during the
thermal processing of the nanocomposite. It is important
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to mention that in the case of halloysite, the Raman peaks
were rather weak. At low concentration of halloysite, the
water diﬀused within the polymer as moisture may hydrate
weakly the filler. However, for samples containing 2.5% wt.
H or a smaller amount of H, the intensity of this line is
fairly low. From Figure 2 it is noticed that the position of
the Raman lines of H are displaced towards smaller Raman
shifts suggesting a weak dehydration of the nanofiller. This is
consistent with the thermal blending and suggests a partial
loss of water during the processing of the nanocomposites.
The second spectral domain, ranging between 300 and
500 cm−1 , includes both iPP and H lines, as shown in
Figure 3. The line noticed at 335 cm−1 can be assigned
to uncomplexed kaolinite [19] or to water in nanoclays
(responsible for another Raman line typically located at
332 cm−1 [24]) while the weak and broad line at 389 cm−1
confirms the presence of anatase impurities [19]. The line at
469 cm−1 is tentatively assigned to Al–O/Si–O vibrations [19]
and labeled as the N line.
There are three main Raman lines, which are typically
assigned to iPP in this spectral domain located at about
320 cm−1 [26, 27], 400 cm−1 [26, 27], and 455 cm−1 [28].
The line located at about 400 cm−1 , assigned to the umbrella
bending mode about the tertiary carbon atom [29], is the
most intense one. The last line was assigned to wagging
CH2 and bending CH [28]. As noticed in Figure 4, the
Raman lines of H are shifted towards lower Raman shifts
as the H content is increased above 10% wt. halloysite. The
position of the iPP line located at 399 cm−1 shows a weak
shift towards larger values as the concentration of halloysite
is increased. In the case of the line located at 400 cm−1 , it
was reported that the melting is shifting this line to 402 cm−1
[28]. This suggests a drop of the degree of crystallinity of iPP
upon loading with H. The position of the iPP line located
at 455 cm−1 is shifted to lower values as the H content is
increased. The position of the other line assigned to iPP has
a complex dependence of H content showing above 10% wt.
halloysite a weak shift of the line to smaller Raman shifts as
the H content is increased.
Figure 5 collects the line recorded in the spectral domain
from 500 cm−1 to 800 cm−1 . In this range, several Raman
lines are expected. Water (in H) can contribute with a weak
line located at 789 cm−1 [21, 22]. The line at 712 cm−1 is
a rather weak resonance that confirms the presence of OH
groups [24]. The line noticed at 754 cm−1 is labeled as the
K line [19]. A single strong line due to iPP, located at
525 cm−1 and assigned to wagging CH2 , stretching C–CH3 ,
and rocking CH2 [28]. The eﬀect of the loading of iPP
with H on the most important Raman lines observed in
this spectral domain is shown in Figure 6. The position of
the line located at 525 cm−1 is almost not modified by the
loading with H. The position of the Raman lines assigned
to H shows a complex dependence on the content of H
(at low concentration of H) continuing by a weak shift
towards larger values (versus H concentration) for samples
containing between 10 and 30% wt. H.
Figure 7 collects the Raman lines in the spectral domain
from 800 to 1000 cm−1 . This spectral domain is dominated
by the Raman lines due to iPP. The weak Al–OH libration
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line [19, 24] located at 910–912 cm−1 and labeled as the
I line is within the noise. The Raman lines originating
from iPP have been observed at 808 cm−1 (regularity band
associated with crystalline domains reflecting C–C stretching
along backbone and rocking CH3 [27, 28, 30]), 840 cm−1
(another regularity band due to CH3 rocking and originating
from amorphous regions [28]), 895 cm−1 (rocking CH2 ,
stretching CH3 , and bending CH [28]), and 940 cm−1 . The
line located at 895 cm−1 is typically observed in melts of
iPP. This confirms that the loading of iPP with halloysite
drops the degree of crystallinity of the polymeric matrix and
agrees with experimental data on iPP filled with VGCNFs
[11, 12]. Figure 8 shows the eﬀect of the loading with H on
the position of various Raman lines. The figure includes a
single line assigned to H, which is weakly shifted towards
larger values. The shift is stronger for H concentrations larger
than 10% wt. (At low H concentrations the shift towards
larger values is slightly above the experimental errors). The
iPP lines included in Figure 8 are almost independent on the
concentration of H.
The Raman spectra in the range from 1000 cm−1 to
1100 cm−1 are shown in Figure 9. This spectral domain is
dominated by the strong lines originating from iPP and
located at 972 cm−1 (regularity band due to CH3 rocking
[27, 28]), 997 cm−1 (another regularity band that does not
disappear on melting [28]), 1033 cm−1 (which was reported
as a structural defect [28]), 1041 cm−1 , and 1100 cm−1 .
Halloysite is responsible for two weak lines located at
1172 cm−1 and 1180 cm−1 assigned to Si–O units [22]. The
eﬀect of loading with H on the position of the Raman lines is
shown in Figure 10. The spectra assigned to iPP are shifted
towards larger Raman shifts as the content of halloysite is
increased. Nevertheless, these shifts are rather weak. The
dependence of the position of the halloysite limes on the
content of halloysite is complex and weak. The line located
at 1033 cm−1 indicates the enhancement of structural defects
in H-doped nanocomposites. Nevertheless, the broadening
of this line makes diﬃcult an accurate estimation of the
dependence of disorder degree versus the concentration of
halloysite.
The isotacticity was calculated as the ratio between the
area of the peak located at 809 cm−1 and the area of the peak
located at 974 cm−1 [27]. Figure 11 demonstrates the drop
of the isotacticity index as the polymeric matrix is loaded
with H, indicating a decrease of the degree of crystallinity,
consistent with other features noticed within this study.
The thermal stability of halloysite is rather poor. As
can be inferred from Figure 12, the TGA data of pristine
halloysite are consistent with stepwise thermal degradations
centered at 250◦ C, 480◦ C, and 680◦ C. The first maxim is
assigned to the loss of crystallization water and the second
one is assigned to dehydroxilation towards kaolinite (actually
metakaolin, Al2 Si2 O7 ). Assuming that all crystallization data
is lost at 300◦ C, the corrected structure of the pristine
halloysite is Al2 Si2 O5 (OH)4 · x H2 O, where x = 0.5.
Raman spectra of pristine and annealed halloysite shown
in Figure 13 exibit small diﬀerences, probably because the
main component is the dehydrated halloysite and the
recorded spectra are actually convolutions over slightly
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Figure 12: TGA data of pristine halloysite showing the main
thermal degradation processes.
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diﬀerent structures. Figure 14 collects the Raman spectra of
iPPH nanocomposites annealed at 250◦ C for 30 minutes. It
is noticed that the annealing at 250◦ C (i.e., the dehydration
of the halloysite) has a weak eﬀect on the Raman spectra of
iPPH nanocomposites.

4. Conclusions
Raman spectroscopy investigations on nanocomposites
obtained by dispersing halloysite within iPP are reported.

Figure 13: The Raman spectrum of pristine halloysite (narrow line)
and of the halloysite annealed for 30 minutes at 250◦ C.

The Raman lines of halloysite are broad, as the experimental
spectra are a convolution of spectra corresponding to
molecules with various degrees of hydration. TGA data
suggested that in average each two molecules of halloysite
contain one molecule of water (or in other words there
is one molecule of halloysite 10 A to every 4 molecules of
halloysite 7 A). The existing literature suggests that the Young
modulus of halloysite is three times smaller than the Young
modulus of carbon nanotubes. For the same applied stress,
the estimated strain should be three times larger than in
carbon nanotubes. Hence, larger Raman shifts were expected
in iPPH nanocomposites than in iPP-VGCNF composites.
By comparing the Raman shifts reported here to the Raman
shifts noticed in our previous study of iPP-VGCNF [11], it is
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Figure 14: The Raman spectra of iPPH nanocomposites annealed at 250◦ for 30 minutes.

concluded that the shifts of the Raman peaks as a function
of filler’s concentration are weaker for halloysite (compared
to VGCNF), and consequently the stress transfer between
the polymeric matrix (same iPP) and the nanofiller is less
eﬃcient in the case of halloysite.
The experimental data are qualitatively analogous with
the iPP-VGCNF nanocomposites; the nanofiller broadens
and decreases the intensity of the Raman lines assigned
to the polymeric matrix (iPP). However, due to the fact
the nanofiller does not exhibit narrow and strong Raman
lines, the analysis was also focused on the polymeric matrix.
A detailed analysis of the modifications of the regularity
band associated to the polymeric matrix is presented. The
analysis of Raman lines indicates that the polymeric matrix
becomes less crystalline upon the loading with halloysite
and that the nanofiller is experiencing a weak dehydration
upon dispersion within the polymeric matrix, probably due
to the thermal processing. Raman spectroscopy failed to
substantiate the growth of a gamma iPP phase due to the

loading of isotactic polypropylene with halloysite as reported
in [14]. In conclusion, in iPP the loading with halloysite
drops the isotacticity and decreases the degree of crystallinity,
in contrast with the data reported in [14]. The drop of the
isotacticity of iPP as the concentration of H is increased
demonstrates interactions between the polymeric matrix
and the halloysite nanotubes. As discussed previously, these
interactions are weaker than in iPP-VGCNF nanocomposite.
Further Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry and Wide Angle
X-Ray Scattering experiments are in course to address the
crystallinity and the crystallization of these nanocomposites.
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